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Clean Cities

Our Mission

Clean Cities coalitions foster the economic, environmental, and energy security of the United States by working locally to advance affordable, domestic transportation fuels, energy efficient mobility systems, and other fuel-saving technologies and practices.

Connecticut Coalitions

Capitol Clean Cities of Connecticut – Craig Peters
Connecticut Southwestern Area Clean Cities – Daphne Dixon
Greater New Haven Clean Cities Coalition – Lee Grannis
Southwestern Area Clean Cities

• RCSD 2019: EV Deployment Conference
  • Over 130 attendees from Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania
  • Currently planning a Workplace Charging Workshop and a Municipal Fleet Workshop/VW Settlement Grant Information Session

• No Idle Program
  • Implementing No Idle signs in every town in Fairfield County
  • Have scheduled 8 meetings for this week with municipal leaders
  • Will be distributing signs in the next month

• Electric School Bus Initiative
  • Coordinating with Sustainable Fairfield County to research local school bus contracts
  • Providing towns with information about VW Settlement funds
Greater New Haven Clean Cities

- **Providing Outreach Assistance**
  - Providing information to Schools about Propane School Buses
  - Working with local municipal transportation agencies
  - Providing marketing assistance to biodiesel company

- **Working with local cab company**
  - Searching for new alternative fuels vehicles for fleet replacement
  - Researching certified alternative 2020/2012 engines

- **FHWA Corridor Project**
  - Coordinating a team to develop a Hydrogen Corridor between Connecticut, Rhode Island and Massachusetts
  - Provide information and assistance to CT DOT point of contact responsible for the application input
Capitol Clean Cities

• The coalition has been coordinating alternative fuel infrastructure activities at the soon to be open Pride Truckstop on Jennings Road in Hartford